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ABSTRACT 
 
Australian readers knew a great deal about the Pacific Islands in the early 20th century. This understanding came 
from missionary fund-raising campaigns, visiting lantern-slide lecturers, postcards, and illustrated books and 
encyclopaedia but most of all, after the mid-1890s, from heavily illustrated weekend newspapers. These were 
published in all major cities and offered a regular visual window on ‘the islands”, three of which had become 
Australian colonies shortly after WW1. This paper argues that Australians were well-informed about settlement, 
economic opportunity and the life of Island peoples, but that it was a view affected by visual tropes and romantic 
notions and the hegemonic posturing of those who thought the western Pacific should become an Australian or at 
least a British sphere of interest.  
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To the Islands; photographs of tropical colonies in The Queenslander 
 
 
 
Between 1898 and 1938, The Queenslander, a weekend, pictorial newspaper published in Brisbane, provided an 
intimate, continuous photographic gallery of the European colonial frontier and the peoples and cultures of the 
western Pacific, publishing 2000 black and white photographs of the Pacific Islands, Torres Strait and Australian 
South Sea Islanders (then known as kanakas).1  Readers of The Queenslander Pictorial, an eight-page section of the 
newspaper, were offered “Around the Coral Sea”, over nine weekends in November and December 1906, a gallery of 
78 photographs of the Shortland Islands, Samarai, Woodlark Islands, Solomon Islands, Poporang Mission in New 
Guinea and four full-page feature photomontages on the repatriation of Kanaka labourers. This series was followed 
by a one-page feature on “Mission work in the Solomon Islands” in March 1908, another on “New Guinea; Rigo 
Government station” in October 1909, and a five-part series on the “Mysterious Solomons” from August through to 
October 1910 in which The Queenslander published 46 black and white photographs laid out artistically in full page 
photomontages. After the World War I, typical features included “Our New Pacific possession; natives of New Britain 
in February 1917 and “More scenes in New Britain” in March 1917. As reader interest turned towards cruises “to the 
islands”, the The Queenslander featured “All the delights of foreign travel are almost at Queensland’s doorstep” was 
published in September 1934. This paper argues that published photography created a place – The Islands – that 
was meaningful, accessible and easily understood by Queenslanders sitting on one side of the Coral Sea,2 who were 
already familiar with South Seas Islanders due to the Kanaka labour period and missionary fund-raising campaigns. 
Pictorial publications such as The Queenslander alerted Australian readers to the economic potential of plantations, 
trade, mining, travel and settling in the nearby tropics.  
 
The twelve photographs in the montage on Mission work in the Solomon Islands in 1908 were overwhelmingly 
ethnographic with shields, canoes, totems, warriors, children and ‘native’ houses on Rubiana Island. A photograph of 
a school and a labour line unloading timber for a new Mission house were the only evidence of mission evangelising. 
In 1090, the photographs from Rigo boosted Papua’s economic potential and included the Resident Magistrate, AC 
English’s fibre mill3, scenes of Kapok trees, sisal plantations, and the government station. The two features pages on 
New Britain in early 1917, with thirteen photographs of the Rabaul area, including street scenes, harbour views, 
copra drying sheds and the nearby volcano and had been sent ‘down south’ by a young Australian army officer, Lt JT 
Tennant, who was serving with the occupation force that captured German New Guinea in September 1914 at the 
start of World War 1.4 The seven photographs in the 1934 travel promotion feature were also ethnographic, reflecting 
the advertising strategy that a trip to the tropics would allow travellers to see ‘natives’. Fishing nets, bilum (called 
dilly-bags in a caption), women carrying food home from their gardens, canoes, and an elaborately adorned Papuan 
male “ready for the dance” signalled that the next traveller could easily capture the same photographs. A caption told 
Queenslanders that passengers on the SS Oriana had just sailed in the double-hulled lakatoi depicted in the 
photograph.  
 
The boom in black and white photographs of the Pacific Islands flooding into the public domain is an important 
historical characteristic of the early 20th century.5  This visual barrage took many forms - illustrated books, magazines, 
journals, newspapers, special illustrated weekend editions of newspapers, postcards, lantern slides, albums, stamps, 
stereographs, panorama, commercial studio prints, board games, exhibition and museum displays, aerial 
photography, advertisements and serial pictorial encyclopaedia. Photographs of villages, belles, tree houses and 
canoes, but equally significant, views of sisal hemp plantations, wharves, copra sheds, lines of robust labourers and 
administrative infrastructure helped shape the Queensland reading public’s attitude towards the new colonial 
possessions in the western Pacific. Photographs by their volume, repetition and ubiquity seeded new ideas. They 
reinforced existing public knowledge of the islands and shaped new attitudes by circulating prolifically in the public 
domain, roughly at the time the photographs were taken. Rather than argue about one or two photographs that may not 
have been seen until recent times, or at all, historians need to acknowledge the influence of many tens of thousands of 
photographs that flooded the public domain in the early twentieth century just as Australia was trying to strike a sub-
imperialist posture in the nearby “Islands” region.6 Settlers were also looking for new lives and ventures in the islands, 
investors, traders and leaders of commerce were looking to the Pacific as a possible market and cabin accommodation 
along established shipping lines was opening the region to travellers.   
 
The Queenslander, a weekly paper run in conjunction with the Brisbane Courier, was distributed throughout rural and 
regional Queensland. Its started in 1866 under manager-director Thomas Blackett Stephens and editor Angus 
Mackay, as a full text, twelve page double demy paper, but in 1875 under Gresby Lukin as editor, the paper changed 
to the 32 page demy-folio layout with larger print, fewer columns, and more black and white etchings throughout.7 
Photographs rarely appeared until the 1890’s, when improvements to printmaking facilities allowed halftone 
reproduction on newspaper quality paper, opening up a burgeoning market for photographs from all over Australia, 
and overseas. The Queenslander Illustrated Supplement, later re-named the Queenslander Pictorial first appeared in 
the late 1890s, featuring four to six pages of photographs, mainly from rural and regional Queensland, but with a 
strong editorial preference for photographs taken beyond Queensland - on Australian involvement in war, British and 
European events, and the people and places of the Pacific Islands.  Visiting photographers, but more often amateurs 
who took photographs in spare time away from their duties on ships, expeditions, banks, trading companies and the 
colonial administration, therefore had editors willing to accept a few photographs from the Pacific, with or without 
captions or accompanying text.  
 
Most of the Pacific photographs in The Queenslander appeared singly or, more commonly, in artistically arranged full 
page montages. Each page included up to ten photographs. This format was the easiest for compositors, and the 
simplest for the reader to navigate, with the rectangular photos lined up in rows and captions positioned underneath. 
Two page photomontages were also used with up to sixteen photographs. Occasionally photographs were 
overlapping, trimmed or askew on the basic two-column structure to create an artistic montage. Artistic 
experimentation with photographic layering heightened the visual interest of these montages.8 For example, in 
October 1909 the montage entitled, “New Guinea – Rigo Government Station” featured an enlarged photograph of a 
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palm tree as the background for five smaller slanted photographs of landscapes and buildings in and around the 
station9. Experiments in the photographic development process allowed photographers and newspaper editors to 
alter the images using scissors and pencil to bring out the definition of their subject’s facial, tattoo or costume detail. 
For example, a full page montage entitled “Solomon Island Types” contained recognisable figures from other 
photographs, but cut out of context with the whites of their eyes and teeth heightened cartoonishly10.  These images 
were arranged within a highly decorative background template complete with hand-drawn decorative patterns 
evoking images of bodily tattoos and ‘primitive art’; a common practice in Pacific related photomontages, the graphics 
of which tended to incorporate generalised symbols people associated with the Pacific – tribal tattoos, weapons, 
beads and exotic plants11. This decorative backfilling provided balance to the photographic composition of the page 
while also serving to contextualise the photographs with some basic visual referents.  
 
Captions provided readers with much of the context for the photographs in the Queenslander supplements. While the 
photographs may have been considered cultural documents unto themselves, the language used to frame them also 
played a role in shaping Queensland readers perspectives of the Pacific. Captions were usually descriptive, providing 
basic information about content, location and activity. The captions’ relationship to the images was abstract and 
playful, revealing not-so-hidden value judgements about Pacific culture and morality.  For instance, the caption for a 
man in full ceremonial costume entitled, ‘A Papuan Dandy’ was neither an informative nor objective explanation of 
content, but an amusing play on Western notions of over-dressing12. Similarly ‘Raw Material – A New Guinea Boy 
before being Missionised”, was an ambiguous and abstracted phrase accompanying a mid-range shot of a young 
man before a thatched roof dwelling. Pacific Islander men were often referred to as ‘specimens’, ‘raw material’, 
‘types’ or ‘boys’, and the women as ‘Marys’, ‘Belles’, or ‘beauties’ so while the captions may appear to be merely 
stating the content of the photograph, the common use of parentheses and particular slang words rather than names 
indicated a racial judgement or comment about the subjects of the photographs. For instance, in 1904, a photograph 
of a small Fijian boy standing awkwardly by the sea in European dress (complete with hat, shoes and vest) is 
accompanied by the caption ‘A little wayback’13. The word ‘wayback’ is an indication of the social-Darwinian 
evolutionary paradigm shaping perceptions of, and interest in, peoples of the Pacific at that time.  The readers were 
being manipulated by the captions, but were presumably able to exercise their own critical judgement about the 
images presented and what they were designed to convey. The captions were important sources for readers, as they 
are for historians today, in qualifying the nature of the indexical truth or information readers were accumulating about 
the Pacific from within the frame. 
 
The Queenslander Pictorial photomontages were often linked to an article written by the photographer, which 
provided a further contextual framework. The Sketcher was a single or double column article when photography first 
appeared in the paper in the 1890s. It began, and remained, a column for male-oriented, male-authored opinion 
pieces and travel stories offering first hand insights into local and overseas development, war, colonial administration, 
politics and outdoor adventure which may or may not have had accompanying photographs. The Sketcher grew in 
size and importance to a whole page feature in the 1920’s, then petered out and was removed in the 1930’s as the 
focus of the paper shifted more towards domestic stories and photographs. Thomas McMahon was a frequent 
contributor during the column’s height of popularity, and an example of the links between the Sketcher and Pictorial 
can be seen in his article, “Commercial Difficulties and Endangered Prospects – The Pampered Papuan,” in which 
McMahon discussed labour laws in the Pacific and their unwarranted restrictions to commerce.14 The photomontages 
linked to this article, published over two weeks, were “Native Labour In Papua” and “On Papuan Plantations’ which 
included 15 photographs, mainly of large groups of men and women in the labourer’s quarters, at work and at 
attention under their white overseers and could have just as easily been used to visualise the opposing argument to 
McMahon’s. Photographic meaning was incredibly fluid and rather than acting as objective windows into Pacific 
culture, photographs in The Queenslander Pictorial were often serving specific narrative purposes. Separately or 
together, the Sketcher and Pictorial sections offered a vicarious, visual summary of the Pacific. Readers could see 
either economic development or indigenous culture depicted in the same set of images (despite the instruction in the 
captions).   
 
The parent newspaper, The Brisbane Courier 15 also used photographs in its normal week-day pages, such as six 
photographs of “Cooktown after the cyclone” in February 1907, four photographs of the “Serious conflagrations in 
Brisbane” in January 1909, eight of widespread flooding in February 1928 and thirteen portraits, landscape and 
action photographs graphically laid out across a page in April 1928.16 During the war of 1914-1918, The Brisbane 
Courier published portraits of “Australia’s sons” such as the military portraits of eighteen dead and wounded men 
were published on successive days in May 1917.17  
 
In the USA, illustrated magazines and journals regularly published illustrated stories of the Pacific Islands.18 In 
Australia and New Zealand the editors of illustrated weekend newspapers were equally keen to receive photographs 
posted from island ports or hand-delivered during stopovers in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland and Dunedin.  
The capital city weekend newspaper, originally introduced in the 1860s as a weekend summary of news for 
distribution to rural districts took on a new form as an illustrated weekend edition in the 1890s. The Sydney Mail was 
one of the most successful, reaching sales of 116000 during the war years. The format was soon became 
standardised and the pictorial sections of Dunedin’s Otago Witness, Auckland’s Auckland Weekly News, Brisbane’s 
The Queenslander, Australasian and Leader in Melbourne and Sydney Mail in Sydney looked much the same. Three 
illustrated feature pages from 1903-1910 demonstrate the quantity and diversity of photographs used.  “New Guinea 
pictures” in June 1903 in the Australasian,  “Views in New Guinea” in November 1907 in The Leader and “Picturesque 
Papua; Australia’s fertile possession” in November 1910 in the Sydney  Mail contained 33 photographs of  types and 
portraits, canoes, views of Port Moresby and Papuans chewing betel, “enjoying a smoke” or decorated for dancing. Only 
three photographs – one of the native police, a game of cricket and a caption informing readers that a group of young 
women were “school girls”, suggested there was a European presence. The economic potential of colonies was 
suggested by two photographs of a sisal hemp plantation and a seedling nursery. However, a single photograph of a 
game of cricket, a plantation or uniformed Armed Native Constables, when set among a page of seven or eight plumed 
dancers, lakatoi and village views was probably sufficient to suggest to readers that an island  was a colonial possession 
and under European control.  
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The wide dissemination of published photographs meant that readers could not avoid seeing the Pacific Islands 
vicariously, mostly in well-taken views, portraits and tableaux, usually in sharp definition. The photographs in circulation 
featured a wide range of activities and locations of the region. Because of their newly acquired colonial territories in the 
Pacific, readers in Australia, New Zealand, Germany, France, the USA, Japan and the Netherlands repeatedly saw 
villages, vine bridges, tree houses, lateen-sailed canoes, plumed dancers or squatting women making pots or tapa.  For 
example, the newly acquired Australian Territory of Papua was the focus of series of illustrated articles in the Review of 
Reviews in 1905, the Australasian in 1916-17, Wide World Magazine in 1917-1922 and the Illustrated London News in 
1919-1924. This was a remarkable world-wide public photograph gallery of a new tropical possession, with 300 
photographs just of Papua.19 The Queenslander’s inclusion of a thousand photographs of the Pacific Islands therefore 
followed a world-wide pictorial trend.  People in the islands such as the Government Anthropologist FE Williams20, the 
amateur photographers EWP Chinnery, FR Barton21, OM Manning, RA Vivian, the professional photographers JW 
Lindt22 and Archie Gibson and the missionaries WG Lawes, PJ Money23 and HM Dauncey had large private collections 
and occasionally sent, sold or were asked to provide photographs for publication. Fifty-six photographers were identified 
in The Queenslander, but there were hundreds more who sent in photographs singly or in small batches, and who were 
not attributed.  
 
The most popular years for the publication of Pacific photographs in The Queenslander were 1907, 1918, 1919 and 
1922, averaging one full-page photomontage each month over the four year sample. The photographs in 1907 were 
mainly of repatriation vessels and the islands to which Australian South Sea Island labourers were being returned. 
Later, in the mid twenties and early thirties there were retrospective features on the old ‘days of the kanaka’.24  
Between 1901 and 1907, kanakas featured in photographic coverage taken both in Queensland and the islands, as 
these were the years of federation and deportation and the labour market changes were of particular significance to 
Queensland’s sugar industry. The other significant years for Pacific photography were post-war, familiarising readers 
with the re-distribution of Pacific territories to Mandates under British, Australian and New Zealand authority. In 1918, 
interest focussed on the British Solomon Islands protectorate, but in 1919 there was a diversity of coverage, 
incorporating other new territories of interest. In 1898-1938 it would have been difficult for readers to avoid seeing 
photographs of the Marshall Islands, Kiribati, Nauru, Fiji, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Banaba, Papua, New Guinea and 
the Torres Strait, Tonga, Samoa, Fiji and Tahiti. There were several photo-series on Nauru (ex-German), Banaba, the 
Admiralty Islands in New Guinea and the Marshall Islands (ex-German, but by then a Japanese mandate). These 
images stressed agricultural and mining wealth, as well as new Australian and Japanese influences in the region. 
Photographs from New Guinea, nearly a third of The Queenslander’s pictorial coverage of the Pacific, were mostly of 
the Australian Territory of Papua prior to World War I, featuring ethnographic portraits of villagers and their homes. 
Eastern New Guinea featured prominently because of Queensland’s close proximity and involvement in the area, 
particularly after 1901 when Australia was given responsibility for British New Guinea and its development, and later 
in 1914, after German New Guinea was captured by Australian troops.25 Also of interest to Queensland readers, by 
virtue of proximity, were photographs of the Torres Strait Islands. These focused mainly on missionary activity and 
traditional ceremony and were published regularly, with more than 50 photographs published each year in the 1920s. 
Photography of Indigenous Australians was reduced in scope and number, as it had less exotic tropical appeal. 
There was also less economic development potential in Aboriginal communities, compared to neighbouring Pacific 
Islands like the Solomons, Vanuatu or Fiji.  There were nearly photographs of the Solomon Islands, mostly featuring 
copra and shipping. The Solomons were also a popular tourist destination for Burns Philp Cruises beginning in 1894, 
so the picturesque, scenic harbours and coastal scenery were common.26 Most of the 60 photographs of Fiji were of 
Suva, or trade-related, featuring bananas, cattle, coconuts and wharves, as well as a few standard ethnographic 
portraits.  
 
Over its long run, approximately two-thirds of the Pacific photographic material published in The Queenslander was 
of an ethnographic or cultural focus. Independent of the context of the photograph and the overarching racist 
paradigm in which Islanders were framed by media of the day, these photographs provided an insight into the daily 
life of people in the Pacific, revealing to Queensland readers what Pacific Islanders looked like, what they wore and 
what tools and weaponry they used, their housing, diet, and means of transport. The photographic subject and 
composition of documentary scenes and portraits was restricted by the capabilities of cameras to capture movement, 
so the majority of the images of Pacific peoples were somewhat staged groups of people posing - men with 
weaponry in formation, women standing coyly or villagers gathered stiffly outside their houses. For example, in 1912,  
a photograph was published featuring three Papuan boys of different heights and dress, standing before ferns. In the 
centre of the photograph was a small albino boy in a loincloth who was the focus of cross-cultural study, entitled ‘A 
Papuan Albino’. The photographer positioned the albino boy between two ‘control’ subjects, both dark skinned and 
conveying a certain discomfort through their body language, with crossed arms and frowns. This photograph was one 
of many which drew attention to the Pacific Islander body – to height, weight, costume and skin colour - framing 
people within the photograph for sexual pleasure or as specimens for examination.  
 
There was an element of the carnivalesque to the photographs of the Pacific body in costume, dance, and ceremony, 
where the elaborate decoration, instruments and weaponry provided viewers with a sense of authentic spectacle27. 
Similar to the stories about Western Pacific savagery and cannibalism circulated in travel literature of the time, and 
indeed printed in the Sketcher or fiction section of The Queenslander, photographs fed the popular imagination.28 The 
photographic selection privileged the Pacific body as an historical curiosity. Photos of men came to represent the 
strength, virility and aggressiveness of ‘cannibal country’. Men were photographed with weaponry, usually with their 
arms raised in profile, showing their muscle and the detail of their costuming. (see “Real cannibals” in March 1911, or 
“Fijian Warriors” in August 190429) Alternatively, their bodies were pictured as evidence of labour availability with the 
potential to tap rubber, process sisal, husk coconuts, build and haul loads. Women were often photographed bare-
breasted and shown making local crafts or carrying large loads of food or water. Women’s bodies were presented as 
hard working but attractive enough to be traded and used, as exemplified by the Sketcher article in February 1896 
recommending Australian and British men take local women as wives for business purposes.30 Photographs of 
‘Belles’ and ‘Marys’ showed entrepreneurial Australian men what ‘goods’ were available, such as “Some native 
women” from Nauru in January 1919 and ‘Ahu – a Wuvulu Mary’ in January 1919.31 The women in these 
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photographs were un-smiling, posed in groups or singularly, and revealed in full to mid-length profile, with the 
reader’s attention drawn to their faces and bare breasts. Pacific Islander bodies were perceived as both sexualised 
and aggressive curiosities, as well as potential capital. There were few photographs of Pacific Islanders in modern 
dress and housing in The Queenslander, other than those outside churches or posing in the streets of port towns and 
cities. 
 
About a quarter of Pacific photographs in The Queenslander were related directly to economic potential and colonial 
development in the region. Australians were looking to the Pacific to secure their financial future and these 
photographs provided evidence of an allegedly booming trade, availability of human and natural resources and an 
established European community. Photographs were published of plantations and shipping in Fiji and particularly, in 
the Solomon Islands. As shipping was the essential factor in contact between Australia and the Pacific, many 
photographs of schooners, barques and steamers were published. The open anchorages, outer-island jetties and 
wharves, spaces of commercial and personal exchange, also represented a zone of cultural discourse32. The 
photograph, “Method of shipping cattle” in a feature on “Cattle and Coconuts in Fiji” was an example of an 
accomplished photographic spatial arrangement that communicates this discourse.33 Broken up into perfect thirds, 
the photograph depicts, in the centre, two rowboats full of Fijian men with ropes towing cattle to a steamship waiting 
in deeper waters at the top right of the frame. On the left side of the photograph a single cow was being pulled along 
in the water and behind it, in the background, a distant shoreline stretched diagonally down from the edge to the 
centre of the frame. Balancing the composition was a long rope slanting diagonally out of frame in the right 
foreground.  The strong directional lines of the horizon, ropes and oars all served to unify the composition as a space 
of cultural and technological exchange, where ocean and shore, Australia and the Pacific, were symbolically 
connected.  
 
There were a number of photographers whose images were later used by editors to advertise the economic potential 
of the Pacific Islands, particularly photographs of plantation owners and the comfort and grandeur of their estates, 
complete with indigenous servants and plantation workers. In group portraits of plantation owners, the indigenous 
workers were always positioned on the edge of the frame or at the feet of British or Australian expatriates. Indigenous 
labourers shown at work on railways, wharves, plantations and mines were depicted as industrial units, with muscles 
for making profits, and often photographed in very large groups of up to a hundred or more workers. Other 
photographs depicted industrial technology, the latest farming methods, new crops and the production output. For 
example, “The first tapping of rubber on a Solomon Island Plantation” featured three Caucasian men dressed in 
whites and khakis, with hats, canes and pipes, standing over and inspecting the work of a Solomon Islander tapping 
a tree in the centre of the frame.34 A month later, a similar photograph appeared, entitled “Tapping rubber on Gojuru” 
featuring two white plantation owners looking down at a worker tapping a tree, though the framing was less 
symmetrical35. These photographs simultaneously displayed the size of the trees, the potential of the plantations and 
the racial hierarchy present in the production process.  
 
The published photography also depicted aspects of the colonial administration, development and infrastructure. 
Photographs of modern towns, bridges, and British and Queenslander supervisors, provided Queenslander readers 
visual evidence of the potential allegedly available in the Pacific. A substantial portion of these photographs 
contained native policeman and jail houses, with captions sometimes praising their security and effectiveness, for 
example, “A Prisoner's Paradise - The Garden Gaol 12 miles from Port Moresby where native prisoners work without 
wardens”. The link between the imposed colonial justice system and administration-sanctioned economic 
development was present in the photographic montage “In the British Solomons” in which a photograph of  Tulagi Jail 
depicted prisoners labouring on government plantations.36  
  
There were a few examples in the 1930s of travel advertisements thinly disguised as an ethnographic or 
documentary gallery.  The accompanying Sketcher articles included colourful tales in which explorers and officials 
journeyed with local guides into dangerous terrain and unmapped interiors, suggesting that intrepid visitors could 
take a similar trip. Later, photomontages appeared as supplementary advertising material for P&O Cruises to 
Noumea, Fiji and Papua, such as the feature, “Camera retains memories of Pleasure Tours” in March 1938.  
 
In August 1921, the cover of the pictorial section in The Queenslander, and a few pages later a photomontage of 
eight photographs, announced the building of Papua’s first railway line. This was a short-lived attempt to link a 
copper mine at Laloki to a new wharf at Bootless Bay, just east of Port Moresby. In Queensland, where economic 
growth and rural prosperity was based on railways sneaking inland from the coast, this genre of photographic 
reporting was familiar and easily contextualised by readers. The Queenslander also published other photographs of 
railway lines, but these were short lines along a wharf, or within large industrial complexes on the nickel or phosphate 
islands of New Caledonia, Makatea, Nauru and Banaba. Although the existence of railways in the Pacific Islands, 
often short and running only from a mine or mill to a nearby wharf, but at other times cut laboriously by hand through 
the landscape using imported and convict labour, is rarely mentioned by historians, railways were an integral part of 
the colonial economy, symbolic in the same way that colonial authorities repeatedly lauded and photographed roads 
running into the newly-opened districts or deep into the mountainous interior. 
 
There was surprisingly little missionary imaging in The Queenslander, but enough depictions of schools, and “native” 
churches to convince readers that on Sunday they might donate to the Mission Fund. Although a large percentage of 
so-called Mission photography was ethnographic, mostly of dancers, young children, widows, warriors and villagers. 
In the racist tone of the time, and low down on the “Great Chain of Being”, Islanders were declared to be in need of 
the enlightenment that issionaries  could bring to their lives. Readers with a Church affiliation probably saw a “Chief 
of Munda, “Young Rubiana warrior” and men paddling a Rubiana tomoko or war canoe,37 as possible converts. Other 
readers saw the same men as interesting “Islanders” in a tribal, frontier setting without making the connection to 
evangelising imperatives.  
 
The Queenslander was a weekend news summary, but investigative reporting or photo-journalism had not yet made 
an impact on illustrated newspaper publishing. A pictorial record of events as they happened was not expected by 
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readers, but there was an effort by editors to include  some major events, allowing for shipping times and the 
fortuitous arrival of prints, roll film and glass plates as people came back from an island trip or came south on annual 
leave. The Queenslander published photographs about the “troubles” in Samoa during February 1928 as the Mau 
movement protested about New Zealand rule in their newly acquired colony and New Zealand responded by sending 
two cruisers. The photographs published a month later in March 1928, however, were not of street marches and the 
arrest of 400 Samoans, but of a Samoan chiefly birthday and a marriage.38 In October 1927, a Mr S Taylor provided 
photographs from Malaita Island, the scene of “The trouble in the Solomons”,39 but this two-page feature, remarkably 
appearing a mere 23 days after the killing by Kwaio men of two European administration officers and several of their 
police patrol, (known as the Bell massacre) was instead ethnographic and included a portrait of a Malaitan big-man in 
his finery and a scene of labour recruiting on a beach. Early the next year The Queenslander published scenes of the 
Governor-General’s visit to New Guinea.40  After the death of Queen Salote’s sister, the Tongan Princess Fusipala, 
who died of tubercular peritonitis in Sydney in April 1933, the reportage was more direct. Photographs of the funeral 
cortege back in Tonga, the Royal Palace and the takipo or ceremony of lights were published four weeks later in 
August 1933.41 
 
The Queenslander did not have an in-house Pacific Island photographer but relied on bundles of photographs posted 
from resident missionaries and officials in the islands, or dropped off during leave or acquired from travellers passing 
through Brisbane. Some like the missionary WH Margretts from New Britain, had already provided photographs for 
CS Lyng’s book Our New Possession in 1919, and after two illustrated features in The Queenslander in October 
1927 and February 1928, also published photographs in Walkabout magazine in 1935.42 JE Benstead who worked in 
Port Moresby for 30 years, finally as Director of Public Works, was a keen photographer and his photographs are 
found in several collections. He only sent photographs to The Queenslander twice, including 19 photographs of Port 
Moresby and the Woodlarks.43  Helen Jean Beegling was typical in only once providing photographs, with seven of 
Papua in October 1931. But like others she also sent, or sold photographs to BP Magazine and other BPs advertising 
booklets, and in October 1932 one of her photographs appeared in the Annual, the Sydney Mail’s special December 
issue. Surprisingly the highly visible Archie Gibson, who ran a Port Moresby photography studio, and whose 
photographs were used by BPs, the Sydney Mail in 1920-21, the Papuan administration’s newspaper for “natives”, 
The Papuan Villager as well as National Geographic Magazine and Pacific Islands Monthly, only appeared once in 
The Queenslander, in March 1926, with three portraits of cute Papuan children. Photographs by Harry Downing, 
another prolific photographer, appeared three times in 1922, and once in 1925. His photographs also appeared in the 
Sydney Mail between 1922 and 1931, on the cover of Pacific Islands Monthly, in BPs publications in the early 1930s, 
in the official Handbook of the Territory of New Guinea in 1937 and many other books and private albums.44 Thomas 
McMahon stood out as The Queenslander’s main “islands” photographer, essayist, booster and image-maker. Roughly 
every second or third weekend for four years, his photographs appeared on 83 occasions.45  The Queenslander’s 
pictorial pages were therefore a part of a regular circuit, in which photographers on expeditions, professional 
photographers, travellers and residents in the islands sought out editors, or sold their images for a brief moment of fame, 
or sent in contributions seeking to forge a career as an ‘islands’ commentator and specialist. The Pacific Islands was a 
subject of interest in the illustrated newspaper circuit of publishers and editors, and although occasionally Pacific material 
was used as fillers, the sheer weight of images and serialised full-page photomontages suggests that photographers 
knew what editors wanted, and clearly it was pictures from the islands.  
 
To measure the impact of photographs of the “the islands”, requires some guesswork. What did Queenslanders 
already know about the southwest Pacific? It was not knowledge gained through travel in the region, although by the 
last decade of the Queenslander Pictorial, cruising had become an established, but elite form of leisure. Not enough 
Queenslanders had worked in the Islands to form an expatriate cohort that would critique newspaper pictorial 
supplements, but there were some in the rural districts with knowledge of the islands gained through the previous 
forty years of the kanaka Labour Trade, and they had been vocal in lobbying to continue, or abolish the trade. These 
readers would have looked at photographs from the islands and recognised many passages, bays and port towns 
and particular hair styles, ornamentation, housing style or rituals. The series of international and colonial exhibitions 
in Brisbane, postcards sent from, or of the islands, in prolific numbers, offered further visual evidence. Serial 
encyclopaedia and illustrated travelogues also offered views of the islands, but these had a limited readership. 
Probably most Queenslanders knew the Islands through the pulpit, enlivened by returning missionaries tales, lantern 
slide shows and fund-raising campaigns. There was hardly any voyeurism – bare breasts rarely appeared in The 
Queenslander – but readers probably connected “belle” photographs to a place where there were allegedly sexually 
accessible Pacific Islander women. The accumulated experience or knowledge gained over time, changed when 
readers had access to weekly and monthly galleries of ports and harbours, plantations, shipping, kanakas, successful 
expatriates and emerging colonies. The boosting or propaganda-style imaging of development and new infrastructure 
was continuous.  
 
Mostly readers knew “the islands” through recognition of its people. Readers knew about bodies, weapons, canoes, 
ritual, performance and dress, as well as economic development, administrative or missionary practices. They knew 
more about bodies – a visual acknowledgement based on appearance, hair styles, clothing, stature and 
ornamentation. The forty years of photography from the Islands, created a place, a zone of cognizance, a 
geographical imagination.  Through pictorial feature pages, “the islands” were made familiar, perhaps even more 
familiar, to the reading, mostly urban Queensland public in the early decades of the twentieth century, but in the 
1930s and 1940s other national and global events meant that attention turned inwards and “the islands” were not 
imaged or imagined photographically as a place of interest until the Pacific War closed the gap across the coral sea.  
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FIGURES 
 
Fig.1; ‘Police searching Kanaka’s baggage for firearms and ammunition’, in Anon., ‘The passing of the Kanaka – 
Commonwealth style’, The Queenslander, 3 November 1906, 2-A. 
 
 
 
Fig.2; Typical full-page photomontage; Anon., ‘Around the Coral Sea; The Shortlands’, The Queenslander, 22 
December 1906, 24. This was half of a double-page feature; 9 photographs appeared opposite on page 25, under 
the banner, ‘Around the Coral Sea; Porporang Mission’. 
 
 
 
Fig.3; ‘Tree dwellings at Grescu, Inland New Guinea’, The Queenslander, 15 December 1906, 25. Photograph 
attributed to J Binstead. This full page feature appeared in a weekly series on New Guinea running from early  
November through to the end of December 1906.  
 
 
 
Fig.4; ‘New Guinea: Rigo Government Station’, The Queenslander, 30 October 1909, 24. Photographs attributed to J 
Henderson.  
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Fig.5; ‘The Mysterious Solomons’, The Queenslander, 13 August 1910, 22.  This was the first of a series of five full 
page features running through to October 1910, with 47 photographs.  
 
 
 
Fig., 6:  ‘A fine jetty in Bootless inlet”, in Thomas McMahon, ‘Papua’s first railway: Building the Laloki line’, The 
Queenslander, 13 August 1921. Photographer; Thomas McMahon. 
 
 
 
Fig., 7; ‘Bell-toppers of Baku Island, German Solomon Islands’, in Thomas McMahon, ‘In the Solomons (Late 
German”, The Queenslander, 9 October 1920, 17. This full page photograph featured on the cover page of the 
pictorial section. It was published widely in magazines and encyclopaedia.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig., 8: ‘Tennis court at Gavatu”, The Queenslander, 19 Jan 1918.21. The giant British company, Lever Brothers, had 
a substantial wharf on Gavatu Island, opposite from Tulagi, the British capital of the Solomon’s protectorate. 
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Fig., 9;  ‘A Nauruan carrying home a roof for his hut; Almost every native man and boy possesses a bicycle’, Thomas 
McMahon, ‘Nauru and the Naruans’, The Queenslander, 26 Apr 1919, 25.  
 
 
 
Fig., 10: ‘The British native police”, Thomas McMahon, ‘Administration of Nauru Island’, The Queenslander, 12 April 
1919, 24. 
 
 
 
Fig., 11; ‘In fair Fiji – a native house and its occupants’, The Queenslander, 6 August 1904, 1-A. Photograph 
attributed to G Greathead. This was a popular postcard and probably copied without permission. 
 
 
Fig., 12: ‘First concrete building in Port Moresby’, in Anon., ‘A trip to Papua II”, The Queenslander, 2 May 1914, 23. 
This was part of the four-part series in April-May 1914, with 16 photographs.  
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